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ABSTRACT

A cluster analysis algorithm proposed

by Sammon is used to identify intonational

zones which can be correlated with into-

nemes of Standard Russian.

INTRODUCTION

The need for cluster analysis arises

in a natural way in many areas of phone-

tic research. The goal of clustering me-

thods is to provide a means to discover

structure within a complex body of data

/4/. With regard to intonology the first

use of a cluster-seeking technique was re-

ported in 12/.
‘This paper attempts to analyse the

manner in which intonation 'contours of

five Standard Russian intonation types are

located in the space of acoustic para-

meters.

MATERIAL

The material analysed onsists of the

test phrase En znal - "He knew",

pronounced in dialogical contexts by six-

teen male native speakers of Standard

Russian. The speakers were instructed to

read the phrase with context appropriate

vocal modifications so that they could be

identified as belonging to the following

five intonation types, or communicative

modes: (1) a final statement, (2) a reply

'statement, (3) a general question, (4) an

exclamation.(5) a non-final statement. The
test phrase was read twice in each mode,

whereupon 160 utterances were produced.

Used as test stimuli. the utterances were

then listened to and categorized by a

group of subjects in terms of the set of

intonation types under consideration.

The subsequent instrumental (intono—

graphic) analysis was performed to measure

fundamental frequency (F5), intensity and

duration in 80 utterances selected as

a result of the foregoing listening tests.

‘ procedures.

Fourteen initial parameters of each in-

tonation contour were analysed:

(1) maximum Fo value within the

first 5 llable;
(2 minimum

first s llable;
% value within the

(3 maximum F3

F3

value within the

second syllable;

(4) minimum
second syllable:

5 F at the starting point of

the first syllable (F at the starting

point of an utteranc ;

(6) F at the end point of the

first s lléble;
(7 F at the starting point of the

second syl able;

8 F at the end point of the se-

cond syllafile (Eb at the end point of an

utterancéfi
(9) F at the last turning point of

an utteran e;
(10) maximum P value between the

starting point and the last turning point

inclusive;
(11) maximum value of intensity with-

in the first syllable;

(12) maximum value of intensity with-

in the second syllable;

(13) duration of the first syllable;

(14) duration of the second syllable.

value within the

METHOD

To reduce variance between speakers

the available acoustic parameters were

subject to the following normalization

The fundamental frequency

parameters were normalized by the formula:

(3)N 100-y
yg3) , 1

ymax
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Figure 1. Clustering results reflecting location of intonation

contours on a plane. . ‘

I.) The intonation contours are iden-
the following manner:tified in
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final statement

reply statement

general question

exclamation

non-final statement
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